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Electron transport has been measured in the Current-Drive Experiment Upgrade �CDX-U� �T. Jones,
Ph.D. thesis, Princeton University, 1995� using two separate perturbative techniques. Sawteeth at the
q�1 radius �r/a�0.15� induced outward-propagating heat pulses, providing time-of-flight
information leading to a determination of �e as a function of radius. Gas modulation at the plasma
edge introduced inward-propagating cold pulses, providing a complementary time-of-flight based �e

profile measurement. This work represents the first localized measurement of �e in a spherical torus.
Core �r/a�1/3� �e values from the sawtooth study are 1 –2 m2/s, and from the gas modulation
study are 1 –6 m2/s, increasing by an order of magnitude or more outside of the core region.
Furthermore, the �e profile exhibits a sharp transition near r/a�1/3. Spectral and profile analyses
of the soft x-rays, scanning interferometer, and edge probe data show no evidence of a significant
magnetic island causing the high �e region. Comparisons are performed to several theoretical
models, with measured �e�5–10� neoclassical estimates in the core. © 2002 American Institute
of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.1428557�

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been increased interest in the
spherical torus �ST� geometry as a means of obtaining high
fusion power density at relatively modest magnetic field.1,2

Ideal magnetohydrodynamic �MHD� studies have found
stable equilibria in this configuration featuring ��50% and
pressure-driven bootstrap current fractions of fBS�100%,

3–5

and the Small Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamak �START� ST has
achieved ��30% in the laboratory.6,7 Additionally, certain
MHD instabilities have been predicted to stablize as the as-
pect ratio (R/a) falls below 1.5.2,8

Confinement predictions for the ST geometry have been
more sparse, though, with most studies limited to the appli-
cation of global confinement scalings originally developed
for conventional tokamaks.9,10 This will change in the com-
ing years, with the introduction of the large ST experiments
National Spherical Torus Experiment �NSTX�11 at Princeton
Plasma Physics Laboratory �PPPL� and Mega Amp Spherical
Tokamak �MAST�12 at Culham. Transport studies are of ut-
most importance to the development of the ST as a candidate
fusion reactor, since many of the most promising MHD phe-
nomena depend on highly tailored pressure and current pro-
files.

The entire collection of thermal transport data in ST’s up
to now can be covered by summarizing the results from the
START device �IP�200 kA, BT�4–6 kG, Te�300–500 eV,
R/a�1.3–1.5),13 including both ohmic and neutral beam in-
jection �NBI� heated plasmas. Global confinement studies of
ohmic START plasmas have shown 	E�0.5–1.2 ms,14 with
reasonable agreement found with the semiempirical modified
Lackner–Gottardi model.15,16 Calculation of �e profiles
based on power-balance considerations were performed for

high-performance neutral-beam-injected �NBI� heated
START discharges, resulting in estimates of �e�20 m

2/s and
� i�5�10 m2/s.7 Again a reasonable agreement was found
between the magnitude of �e and Lackner–Gottardi esti-
mates, though the profile shape showed a poor match to the
model. � i was found to be in reasonable agreement with
Chang–Hinton neoclassical estimates. Neoclassical �e esti-
mates were not performed.

In the present experiment, perturbative techniques are
used in the Current-Drive Experiment Upgrade �CDX-U�
ST17 �IP�70 kA, BT�2.3 kG, Te�100 eV, R0�34 cm,
a�22 cm, A�R0 /a�1.5) to derive localized measurements
of the �e profile.

Perturbative transport experiments have been performed
on nearly all major fusion devices over the past decade,18–27

and can offer several advantages over steady-state tech-
niques. These include decoupling of density and temperature
gradients from each other, and a decoupling of temperature
and density from their gradients, with no essential degrada-
tion of the quality of the data.28

It is important to point out the implicit difference be-
tween �e determined by perturbative techniques vs �e de-
rived from steady-state power-balance methods. Perturbative
techniques measure the change in heat flux induced by varia-
tions of the temperature gradient, producing �e�dq/d
Te ,
where q denotes heat flux. Steady-state power-balance tech-
niques, on the other hand, compare total fluxes and gradients,
producing �e�q/
Te . If �e exhibits a nonlinear dependence
on temperature gradient �in particular if q is an increasing
function of 
Te), a perturbative measurement will produce a
higher �e value than a steady-state measurement. An excel-
lent review of this subject is covered in Ref. 28.

Historically, �e values derived from perturbative tech-
niques have exceeded �e derived from power balance by aa�Electronic mail: tmunsat@pppl.gov
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factor of 1–5 or more. Nonlinear gradient dependence or fast
nonlocal transport are typically cited as explanations for this
discrepancy, though recent work has demonstrated that tran-
sient MHD activity may dominate these effects by introduc-
ing weak stochasticity to the local field structure.29

One feature of perturbative analysis that is particularly
relevant to the CDX-U experiment is that of diagnostic in-
strumentation. For power-balance analysis, one is required to
know with great certainty the profiles of electron tempera-
ture, ion temperature, electron and ion density, and all power
sources and sinks, including ohmic heating and radiative
losses. Though it is not necessary to know the time depen-
dence of these quantities, all quantities must be known in
order to calculate either of �e or � i . Transient techniques, by
contrast, are critically dependent on time resolved data, but
are only weakly dependent on absolute calibration and re-
quire only a subset of the above measurements to measure
either �e or � i . Furthermore, the time-dependent analysis of
plasma perturbations is performed when heat and particle
sources and sinks can be ignored, which is the case if the
sources and sinks are not time dependent with the perturba-
tion. This type of analysis is well suited to CDX-U, which
lacks Ti diagnostics and has only an uncalibrated estimate of
radiated power, but is equipped with spatially and temporally
resolved Te diagnostics. The electron Bernstein wave �EBW�
Te diagnostic, while not absolutely calibrated, provides time-
resolved profiles of radiation temperature, and the soft x-ray
�SXR� array provides time-resolved C(V) emission profiles.

II. HEAT-PULSE EXPERIMENTS USING SAWTEETH
PERTURBATIONS

Electron thermal transport in CDX-U was assessed by
recording the spatial and temporal evolution of sawtooth-
induced perturbations with the SXR array.30 SXR emission in
CDX-U is almost exclusively due to line radiation, primarily
from oxygen and carbon impurity ions. For this experiment a
0.3 �m Ti foil filter was used, which blocks out nearly all
oxygen emission while admitting the brightest CV and CVI
lines, which are exponentially dependent on Te . Although
the SXR data is not inverted for this study, the fact that the
SXR intensity increases with all three parameters Te , ne ,
and nC, all of which are peaked in CDX-U, means that each
measurement will be heavily weighted by the innermost
flux-surface intersected by the viewing chord. A layout of the
array, including the intersection of the viewing chords with
the CDX-U flux surfaces, is shown in Fig. 1. The r value for
each viewing chord was calculated by taking the outermost
flux surface intersected by the chord and mapping it back to
the midplane, assuming that thermal transport along a mag-
netic surface is much faster than transport across compressed
magnetic surfaces. The array is vertically symmetric about
the midplane, so that the 30 viewing chords correspond to 15
radial observation locations: robs �cm�� 13.9, 13.0, 12.1,
11.2, 10.3, 9.4, 8.4, 7.5, 6.5, 5.5, 4.5, 3.5, 2.4, 1.4, 0.3.

The spatio-temporal evolution of a diffusion-dominated
temperature perturbation is governed by the perturbed elec-
tron heat equation
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In the case of sawteeth-induced perturbations, the initial
conditions for this equation can be taken as a pair of oppos-
ing  functions located at the inversion radius. An analytical
solution to this equation with  function initial conditions, as
given in Ref. 31, is
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where t is the time measured from the sawtooth time ts , rs is
the sawtooth inversion radius, r0 (��2rs) is the reconnec-
tion radius, and r1 , r2 are the positions of the negative and
positive delta functions, respectively �each of magnitude
T̃e0), A��1.5/�e, and I0 is a modified Bessel function of
order zero.

An approximate solution to this equation, derived in Ref.
18, leads to a description of the perturbation trajectory given
by
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where �tpeak is the delay between the initial perturbation and
the local measurement, and �rpeak is the difference between
the location of the local peak and the location of the initial
perturbation.

In the CDX-U experiments, the raw SXR data was best-
fit to the evolved perturbation function given by Eq. �2�,
parametrized by �e , ts , robs , and a scalar magnitude. ts and
robs were fixed according to the location of the observed
sawtooth, and �e was derived by finding a best-fit to the data
at each measurement chord. A series of SXR wave forms

FIG. 1. Layout of SXR array, including viewing chords and CDX-U flux
surfaces.
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covering the full range of the SXR array outside the saw-
tooth radius, plotted with the best-fit solutions of Eq. �2� is
shown in Fig. 2.

Similar perturbative studies on other devices have em-
ployed Fourier techniques and coherent averaging over series
of sawteeth to reduce noise and to extract phase information
from the traveling pulse. CDX-U discharges contain only a
few sawteeth each, however, with a ‘‘flat-top’’ duration of
�5 ms, and are therefore too short to enable such methods.
Coherent pulse averaging was possible, though, by using se-
ries of similar discharges, resulting in substantial reduction
of the noise in the averaged wave forms and an improved fit
to the model curves. The wave forms in Fig. 2 were pro-
duced by averaging data from six similar discharges, syn-
chronized to the sawtooth crash time ts . Additionally, SXR
chords from symmetric locations above and below the mid-
plane have been averaged.

It is important to notice the progression from one chan-
nel to the next as the pulse travels from the q�1 surface
outward. Channels at (r�rs)�5cm demonstrate a pulse
evolution well represented by Eq. �2� with �e�1.1 m

2/s.
While the �r covered between Figs. 2�a� and 2�c� �3.9 cm� is
nearly identical to that covered between Figs. 2�c� and 2�e�

�3.6 cm�, the pulse shape undergoes significant relaxation/
delay over the first 3.9 cm, and almost no further evolution
over the last 3.6 cm, indicating relatively rapid thermal trans-
port through this outer region.

In order to illustrate this behavior more precisely, the
�tpeak values for each channel are plotted against the obser-
vation radius for that channel, producing a map of the pulse
trajectory in space and time, shown in Fig. 3�a�. Vertical
error bars in Fig. 3�a� represent the uncertainty in the pulse
peak time, given by � t

2�(� t2y dt)/(�y dt), applied to the
decay of the wave forms shown in Fig. 2.

The quadratic fit representing �e�1.1 m
2/s �from Eq.

�3�� accurately represents the heat pulse delay data only for
rs�r�10.5 cm, while �e is seen to increase sharply outside
of this region.

Although it is difficult to assess a �e value in the outer
region with reasonable precision, it appears to exceed the
core value by an order of magnitude or more. Individual
analysis of several similar sawtoothing discharges showed
very uniform profile behavior, with derived �e values in the
core ranging from 0.8 to 2.2 m2/s.

Figures 3�b� and 3�c� show Te and ne profiles from the
multichannel Thomson scattering �TVTS� diagnostic, supple-
mented by an edge measurement �r�22 cm� from a triple
Langmuir probe. The steepest temperature gradient exists in
the region of measured low �e (r/a�1/3�, and a much flatter

FIG. 2. Data and best-fit curves for heat-pulses observed around t�ts and at
r�rs , shot 0721001256. The radial difference between plots �a� and �d� is
nearly identical to that between plots �d� and �e�, though the pulse shape
evolves significantly in the former case, and is nearly identical in the latter.

FIG. 3. Plot of heat pulse delay �a�, electron Te �b�, and ne �c� profiles
versus minor radius. The heat-pulse trajectory is fit to a quadratic represent-
ing �e�1.1 m

2/s for rs�r�10.5 cm. The steep Te gradient at r/a�1/3
matches the region of inferred low �e . The ne profile is peaked within the
q�1 radius, as shown.
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�and colder� region exists where �e is measured to be sharply
higher.

The ne profile �Fig. 3�c�� also exhibits a steep central
gradient and peak, though the ne gradient appears at smaller
radius than the temperature gradient. The ne peak, as well as
the corresponding dip in Te , appear within the q�1 radius,
as indicated in the figure.

III. COLD-PULSE EXPERIMENTS USING EDGE GAS
PUFFING

A complementary �e measurement was performed using
similar time-to-peak methods applied to cold-pulses propa-
gating inward from the plasma edge. For these experiments,
gas-puffing modulations were introduced to a background
plasma which acted to locally cool the edge, and the tem-
perature response was measured using the electron Bernstein
wave �EBW� Te diagnostic.

32 The Te perturbation was mea-
sured at the plasma edge with a triple Langmuir probe. A
series of reproducible discharges was taken with the EBW
radiometer scanning in frequency either shot-to-shot or many
times within a single shot. The EBW frequency range was
8.4–12.4 GHz, corresponding to second-harmonic EBW
emission covering R�35.7–53.3 cm, roughly the center to
the outer edge of the plasma. The triple probe was held fixed
at the plasma edge �R�56 cm� for all shots.

For experiments using the fast-scanning radiometer, the
frequency was swept at 50 frequency sweeps per millisec-
ond. Data was sampled at 1 MHz, providing 20 points per
sweep, though the phase of the frequency sweep was uncor-
related with the phase of the sampling. EBW emission inten-
sity vs time and frequency was interpolated over an irregular
grid, and data from several identical shots were summed to
improve signal-to-noise levels. The combined data was then
regridded to provide a set of time traces at fixed frequency
locations �each corresponding to a radius in the plasma�. The
local minimum at the cold pulse was then located for each
radius. The resulting dataset is shown in Fig. 4.

Because of the regridding process, interpolated time
traces were produced at several hundred radius locations. In
order to faithfully represent the original sampling rate �and
not present falsely high resolution in the data points�, the

analyzed data was rebinned into 20 evenly spaced radial lo-
cations.

To model the edge perturbations, Eq. �1� was numeri-
cally solved using a time-dependent boundary condition at
the plasma edge corresponding to a negative temperature
perturbation. The subsequent relaxation over the plasma pro-
file was evolved in time, and from this the trajectory of the
perturbation peak was plotted to provide a straightforward
means of comparison to experiment. Plotted with the data is
the result of the simulation over the ranges �e�1.0
�5.4 m2/s and rperturbation�5.3–9.9 cm.

Error bars in major radius (R) were produced by per-
turbing each of the quantities used to provide the mapping
between frequency and major radius, namely BT and IP(r),
by their estimated error, and also taking into account the
error introduced by the finite bandwidth of the radiometer
electronics. Each contribution to the overall error in R was
then added in quadrature, though in practice the radiometer
bandwidth dominated the other effects. Errors in time repre-
sent the scatter in the derived temperature peaks within each
bin of overgridded time traces.

The reasonable fit between the data and model implies
that thermal transport in the CDX-U core can be described
by a diffusive process, with a diffusion coefficient of �e

�3 m2/s. An additional important result comes from the
fact that the data is well modeled by a perturbation originat-
ing around r�7.5 cm, corresponding to r/a�1/3. Outside
this region, the data points are quite flat, which implies either
that the diffusive transport is very fast beyond r�7.5 cm, or
that the perturbation introduced by the cold-pulse is not dif-
fusive outside the plasma core. This observation is similar to
the sawtooth-induced heatpulse propagation results in Sec.
II.

Similar cold pulse experiments were performed using a
slightly different experimental arrangement, with similar re-
sults. In these sets, the EBW radiometer sampled a single
frequency during each shot, and was scanned between shots
over the range 8.4–12.4 GHz over the course of several
similar shots. This provided a higher sampling rate at each
frequency, but lacked single-shot profile information. In
these sets, a record of the pulse at the plasma edge was
recorded by either the triple Langmuir probe or by a second
EBW radiometer at a fixed reference frequency correspond-
ing to the plasma edge. Analysis of these data sets resulted in
�e�1.5–5.9 m

2/s and rperturbation�5.5–9.5 cm, correspond-
ing to rperturbation /a�0.25–0.43. As in the previous set, the
data fits the model reasonably well inside the core and flat-
tens out beyond r/a�1/3, indicating an increase in transport
outside the core.

In experiments such as these in which the temperature is
perturbed through fueling modification, it is critical to inves-
tigate the possibility of coupling between the density and
temperature perturbations, and the effect that it will have on
the measured diffusion coefficients. A mathematical outline
of the coupling between density and temperature perturba-
tions and the effect of off-diagonal elements in the transport
matrix is given in Ref. 33. The primary finding of this work
is an analytical treatment of the effect that gradient-
dependent transport coefficients will have on perturbative

FIG. 4. Plot of heat pulse delay versus major radius, comparing �e model to
data from fast-scanning EBW radiometer. The shaded region corresponds to
model parameters covering �e�3.2�2.2 m2/s and rperturbation�7.6�3.3
cm, i.e., a perturbation localized around rperturbation /a�1/3.
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measurements as compared to steady-state methods. It is also
found that coupling of the temperature and density perturba-
tions can lead to a separate ‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow’’ eigenmode
solution to the diffusion equation, with corresponding pulse
propagation rates.

In the CDX-U experiments, separate propagation eigen-
modes were not observed, though the quality of the data may
not be sufficient to resolve subdominant pulses or to resolve
the possible coupling between ne and Te pulses. In particular,
the edge cold-pulse experiment is the most susceptible to
coupling between ne and Te diffusion, since the Te perturba-
tion is a direct consequence of an induced ne perturbation.
Indeed, the �e values from the edge cold pulses were con-
sistently higher than those determined from the sawtooth
analysis, consistent with a finite coupling effect. Although
localized ne wave forms are not available, microwave-
interferometer data representing �ne �line integrated through
the plasma center� indicate �4% total modulation during the
gas-pulse injection.

Additionally, an alternative explanation for the enhanced
transport outside of the core is that of neutral penetration
from the source gas puff. Franck–Condon neutrals penetrat-
ing from the edge with energy of �2 eV will penetrate the
outer 2/3 of the plasma in �15 �s, consistent with the ex-
perimental observation of the pulse propagation through this
region. However, when the cold pulse results are considered
in combination with the similar results from the sawtooth
study, in which the perturbation was induced by a different
mechanism with propagation in the opposite direction,
neutral-penetration effects cannot account for the apparent
�e profile.

IV. DISCUSSION

In trying to determine the source of the sharp transition
in transport behavior observed in CDX-U, it is important to
consider the possibility that transport is locally enhanced by
a large magnetic island. In CDX-U, evidence for magnetic
islands is obtained with both the SXR array and the scanning
microwave interferometer, both of which sample nearly the
full plasma radius. Additional information may be provided
by the triple probe, located at r�22 cm, and the Mirnov coils
at the vessel wall.

Representative spectra of the SXR signal fluctuations,
taken at r�4.5 cm and 10.3 cm �chosen to best represent the
low and high �e regions while remaining above the noise
floor�, are shown in Fig. 5. The spectra have been normalized
to the mean signal level for each channel. Also shown is the
noise-floor imposed by amplifier noise and digitization bit-
noise, calculated by using signals from the SXR array re-
corded before the plasma shot. �A photon-noise floor was
also calculated, but is negligible compared to both the signal
level in Fig. 5�a� or the bit-noise floor in Fig. 5�b�.�

Fluctuations at r�4.5 cm show the q�1 island at
�10–12 kHz and harmonics. The q�1 island is typical of
CDX-U plasmas, and is pervasive even in non-sawtoothing
discharges. Fluctuations at r�10.3 cm exhibit nearly white
noise, reaching a noise floor at �10�4. Importantly, the fre-
quency band f�20 kHz is above the noise floor in both

plots, and the relative fluctuation level in the high �e region
is equal to or lower than that in the low �e region.

Similar analysis was performed on signals from a micro-
wave interferometer, scanned �shot-to-shot� from the plasma
center to the edge, as well as on signals from a triple Lang-
muir probe at the plasma edge �both sampled at 100 kHz�.
Neither diagnostic showed evidence for magnetic islands
outside of the q�1 surface, and the interferometer scan
showed comparable fluctuation levels in the high and low
confinement regions. Additionally, spectral analysis of the
Mirnov-coil array at the vessel wall showed dominant 10
kHz activity, corresponding to the q�1 island.

The dominant MHD activity in CDX-U appears to be the
q�1 magnetic island, located well within the higher confine-
ment region. Given the magnitude of this island and the size
of the high �e region, it would seem that any magnetic island
capable of causing the observed transport transition would
need to be quite significant, though the fluctuation analysis
shows no evidence of a magnetic island in the vicinity of the
�e transition.

Although it is widely believed that microturbulence of
one form or another is the dominant mechanism leading to
measured transport coefficients, it is nonetheless useful to
maintain a comparison of any experimental data with neo-
classical estimates. In particular, it has been predicted that
the ST geometry may lead to stabilization of low-n MHD
modes.2,8 Though tokamak experiments have yet to achieve
neoclassical electron confinement, both neoclassical ion ther-
mal confinement7,34 and ion particle confinement35 have been
observed. Additionally, core electron thermal transport barri-
ers have been observed in both DIII-D and RTP with auxil-
iary electron heating, though even in these cases electron

FIG. 5. Fluctuation spectra of the SXR signals, taken at two representative
radii; �a� r�4.5 cm and �b� 10.3 cm represent the low and high �e regions,
respectively. Fluctuations at r�4.5 cm show the q�1 island at �10 kHz
and harmonics. Fluctuations at r�10.3 cm exhibit nearly ‘‘white’’ noise,
lower than the preceding plot by two orders of magnitude or more, reaching
a noise floor at �10�4. Fluctuation levels at r�10.3 cm, measurable above
the noise floor for f�20 kHz, are similar to or lower than the corresponding
levels at r�4.5 cm.
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thermal transport remained anomalously high.36,37

Neoclassical estimates of all transport coefficients have
been well established for high aspect ratio geometry, often
using inverse aspect ratio as an expansion parameter in the
derivation by Hirshman.38 The commonly used Chang–
Hinton expression for � i which incorporates finite aspect-
ratio effects and interpolates between different collisionality
regimes is given by Chang et al.39 Neoclassical estimates for
�e which include finite aspect-ratio effects and span all
collisionality regimes have recently been developed by
Houlberg,40 and incorporated into the NCLASS and
FORCEBAL codes.

The solid line in Fig. 6, labeled �FBAL , shows the �e

estimates calculated by the FORCEBAL code, using the pro-
files shown in Fig. 3 and a magnetic equilibrium geometry
produced by the EFIT code for these shots. The shaded re-
gion in Fig. 6 represents the full range of measured �e values
from the temperature pulse measurements. Though not
shown in the figure, recall that the experiments also demon-
strate a sharp increase in �e for r�10 cm.

Clearly �FBAL is a very poor match to the measured �e ,
both in magnitude and profile shape. The measured �e is 10
times higher than �FBAL in the core, and the qualitative ex-
perimental evidence for increased edge transport bears no
resemblance to the �FBAL profile.

Interestingly, if the Chang–Hinton expression for � i is
modified for electrons, by replacing all ion quantities
(� i , � i , etc.� with the corresponding electron quantities, the
resulting �e profile shape matches the CDX-U data some-
what more closely. The result of this calculation is shown in

Fig. 6, labeled �MCH , along with a second scaling, labeled
�LAG and described below. The modified Chang–Hinton ex-
pression �MCH is 5 times lower than the measured CDX-U
value, somewhat comparable to the result obtained using
FORCEBAL. The profile is a closer match to the CDX-U
data, though the �MCH estimate places the �e gradient at a
slightly larger r value than that measured in CDX-U.

Also shown in Fig. 6 is the semiempirical Lackner–
Gottardi �e model, labeled �LAG . This curve uses the form
modified by Connor for low aspect-ratio,15,16 which has been
used in past comparisons to START transport data. The �LAG
scaling is intended for ohmic and L-mode plasmas, based on
a simple model in which trapped particles are displaced by a
banana width on each bounce.

�LAG reproduces the measured �e profile very poorly,
and also overestimates the minimum �e by a factor of 40.
Interestingly, this is the model that has produced the best
agreement with START power-balance based �e data, in
magnitude if not always in profile shape. It should also be
noted that in the START high-performance NBI-heated dis-
charges, the �LAG estimates were very close to those calcu-
lated for CDX-U, though in that case the �LAG estimates
were a much closer match to the experimental �e values.

7

In general, the comparisons to the two neoclassical and
one semiempirical �e estimates is quite unsatisfactory. Only
one model �modified Chang–Hinton expression� seems to
vaguely represent the measured �e behavior, and even this is
a factor of 5 too low. Interestingly, the models chosen both
underestimate and overestimate the measured �e . With the
estimates covering such a wide range of predictions, it is
difficult to draw concrete conclusions from the comparisons.

Although the lack of Ti and P rad profile data prevents a
local power-balance calculation, one can generate an ap-
proximate global �e

GLO estimate, useful for comparisons with
other experiments.20 Using the expression �e

GLO

�(�a2)/(4	E), where 	E�Estored /(POH�P rad), Estored is the
total stored kinetic energy and (POH�P rad) is the total input
power, one finds �e

GLO�33 m2/s, far higher than the result
from the perturbative analysis. The Te , ne , and perturbative
�e profiles all indicate that the vast majority of confined
energy is within r/a�1/3, though, and indeed if a is replaced
with a/3 in the expression for �e

GLO , and only the stored
energy within r�a/3 is considered (�70% of the total�, the
result is �e

GLO�2.4 m2/s, consistent with the perturbative
experiments. For this calculation, the quantities Ti�0.7 Te
and P rad�0.3POH were assumed, but the results do not quali-
tatively change over the ranges 0.5�Ti /Te�0.9 and 0.1
�P rad /POH�0.5. Calculated over these parameter ranges,
�e
GLO�21–48 m2/s using the full plasma volume, and

�e
GLO�1.9–3.4 m2/s using only the volume within r�a/3,

again consistent with the perturbative results.
As mentioned above, the sole �e profile estimate in an

ST was performed on START,7 with a result that is substan-
tially higher (�20–30 m2/s) than the CDX-U value in the
core. Interestingly, the �e

GLO calculated above for the full
CDX-U plasma volume is comparable to the START esti-
mates, though this has limited significance due to the large
differences in the �e profiles between the two machines.

FIG. 6. �e models and experimental data. �FBAL is the neoclassical estimate
from the FORCEBAL code, �MCH is the modified Chang–Hinton estimate,
and �LAG is the Lackner–Gottardi model. The shaded region encompasses
the range of �e measurements from the temperature pulse experiments. The
measurements also demonstrate sharply higher �e for r�10 cm.
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Although the geometry of CDX-U and START are some-
what similar, one important difference is the heating method:
ohmic heating in CDX-U, and neutral-beam injection �NBI�
in START. In CDX-U, the electron-ion thermal equilibration
time is the same order as the energy confinement time, and it
has therefore been estimated that Ti is significantly lower
than Te . In START, by contrast, measurements in NBI plas-
mas have shown Ti�Te .

Recent linear gyrokinetic simulations have shown that
destabilization of electron temperature gradient �ETG�
modes can depend critically on the ratio 	�Te /Ti .

41 For a
given configuration, higher 	 leads to a stabilization of ETG
modes and a destabilization of ion temperature gradient
�ITG� modes, which would result in enhanced energy loss
through the ion channel. Conversely, lower 	 leads to stabi-
lization of ITG modes and a destabilization of ETG modes,
resulting in energy loss through the electron channel. This
trend would correspond to predominant ion thermal loss in
the CDX-U case and predominant electron thermal loss in
the START case. In order to make quantitative estimates of
the critical Te gradients which would lead to ETG destabili-
zation, it is necessary to know the Ti profile, which is unfor-
tunately unavailable on CDX-U. On the other hand, this
mechanism does present a possible scenario that is consistent
with the contrasting results from CDX-U and START.

An alternative explanation for the observed CDX-U �e

behavior is the existence of a thermal transport barrier near
r�a/3. Though this conjecture is impossible to verify with-
out velocity profile information, it should be noted that ST’s
are predicted to have relatively high rotation velocity, which
could lead to layers of turbulent eddy suppression and for-
mation of a thermal transport barrier.

In summary, the electron transport profile has been mea-
sured in CDX-U using two independent perturbative meth-
ods, representing the first local measurements of �e in a
spherical torus. Core (r/a�1/3� �e values from the sawtooth
study are 1–2 m2/s, and from the gas modulation study are
1–6 m2/s, increasing by an order of magnitude or more out-
side of the core region. Te profiles exhibit steep gradients in
the region of low measured �e , reaffirming the conclusion of
distinct regions of high and low transport levels. It appears
from all available diagnostics that the profile behavior is not
caused by a degradation of confinement due to the presence
of a magnetic island. Though De was not measured explicitly
in these experiments, the ne profiles also exhibit steep gradi-
ents in the core region, at a measurably different radius than
the thermal gradients. Specifically, the ne peak appears inside
the q�1 radius, and the Te gradient region appears outside of
q�1. The location of other rational q surfaces has not been
measured in these plasmas.

The measured �e level is a factor of 5–10 higher than
neoclassical estimates, with a poor match to the profile
shape. Likewise, a semiempirical �e scaling which has
shown somewhat favorable comparison to START electron
transport data shows poor agreement with the CDX-U ex-
perimental results.

Several studies have been performed on other tokamaks
which indicate that �e measured by perturbative techniques
can be several times higher than that determined by power-

balance techniques, due to nonlinearities in the dependence
of � on 
T , local MHD perturbations, or coupled ne and Te
diffusion. Comparison with neoclassical �e calculations in-
dicate that the experimental values in CDX-U are 5–10 times
higher than neoclassical estimates, though the steady-state
experimental value may be closer than this.
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